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Abstract: A recent study of phosphate monoesters that broke down exclusively through C-O bond cleavage
and whose reactivity was unaffected by protonation of the nonbridging oxygens (Byczynski et al. J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 2003, 125, 12541) raised several questions about the reactivity of phosphate monoesters,
R-O-Pi. Potential catalytic strategies, particularly with regard to selectively promoting C-O or O-P bond
cleavage, were investigated computationally through simple alkyl and aryl phosphate monoesters. Both
C-O and O-P bonds lengthened upon protonating the bridging oxygen, R-O(H+)-Pi, and heterolytic
bond dissociation energies, ∆HC-O and ∆HO-P, decreased. Which bond will break depends on the protonation
state of the phosphoryl moiety, Pi, and the identity of the organosubstituent, R. Protonating the bridging
oxygen when the nonbridging oxygens were already protonated favored C-O cleavage, while protonating
the bridging oxygen of the dianion form, R-O-PO3

2-, favored O-P cleavage. Alkyl R groups capable of
forming stable cations were more prone to C-O bond cleavage, with tBu > iPr > F2iPr > Me. The lack of
effect on the C-O cleavage rate from protonating nonbridging oxygens could arise from two precisely
offsetting effects: Protonating nonbridging oxygens lengthens the C-O bond, making it more reactive, but
also decreases the bridging oxygen proton affinity, making it less likely to be protonated and, therefore,
less reactive. The lack of effect could also arise without bridging oxygen protonation if the ratio of rate
constants with different protonation states precisely matched the ratio of acidity constants, Ka. Calculations
used hybrid density functional theory (B3PW91/6-31++G**) methods with a conductor-like polarizable
continuum model (CPCM) of solvation. Calculations on Me-phosphate using MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ and PBE0/
aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory, and variations on the solvation model, confirmed the reproducibility with
different computational models.

Phosphate monoesters have long been studied due to both
their biological importance and their interesting reactivity.1-13

Aryl and most primary alkyl phosphate monoesters are hydro-
lyzed exclusively or predominantly through O-P bond cleavage,
though primary alkyl phosphate monoesters show some C-O
cleavage in strong acid.1,6,14-17 At the opposite extreme, the

tetrahedral intermediates (THI )18 formed by the enzymes AroA
and MurA underwent nonenzymatic breakdown exclusively
through C-O bond cleavage, even at pH> 10.19 Other
phosphate monoesters show intermediate behaviors, with varying
proportions of C-O and O-P bond cleavage, but always with
more C-O cleavage at lower pH and more O-P bond cleavage
at higher pH.15,20-25

O-P cleavage has been shown by a variety of techniques to
proceed through highly dissociative ANDN

26 (SN2) transition
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states in a variety of enzymatic9,10,27-34 and nonenzymatic
reactions,7,16,35,36 with little nucleophile participation at the
transition state.2,3,7,16,37-39 That is, O-P bond breakage is far
advanced over P-Nucleophile bond formation, and the transition
state is highly metaphosphate (PO3

-)-like. The catalytic effect
of protonating the bridging oxygen is well recognized. There
is evidence for a discrete metaphosphate intermediate in some
reactions in organic solvents,2 and an enzyme-bound metaphos-
phate was reported in the crystal structure of fructose 1,6-
bisphosphate.40 It is relatively stable in the gas phase,41 but
metaphosphate is generally considered too unstable to exist in
protic solvents. Recent computational studies have addressed
O-P bond cleavage and metaphosphate reactivity in
solution.11,42-45 C-O cleavage in phosphate monoesters has
been widely observed but, with a few exceptions,15,19,23-25,46,47

has not been characterized in detail.
The potential effectiveness of acid catalysis is difficult to

assess exactly because the unprotonated forms are so unreactive.
O-P hydrolysis is specific acid-catalyzed even in 1 M KOH,
implying a >108-fold effect upon protonation of the dianion
form.5,6 A recent study on intramolecular general acid catalysis
of O-P bond cleavage showed a similar rate acceleration.7

Similarly, C-O cleavage in THI breakdown was acid-catalyzed
to at least pH 12, indicating a>107-fold effect from protona-
tion.19

The mechanistic imperative for enzymes catalyzing phosphate
hydrolyses or transfers is not only to accelerate the reaction
but also to ensure that the correct bond is cleaved. For example,

phosphoglucomutase cleaves the O-P bond in glucose 1-phos-
phate,48,49 while glycogen phosphorylase catalyzes C-O bond
cleavage50-52 (Scheme 1). Alkaline phosphatase cleaves O-P
bonds in a variety of substrates, including those prone to C-O
bond cleavage.9,10,33

Our interest in phosphate reactivity stems from recent studies
on the THIs,R-carboxyketal phosphates formed in AroA- and
MurA-catalyzed reactions.19,53 Nonenzymatic THI breakdown
was facile, acid-catalyzed through protonation of the bridging
oxygen and proceeded exclusively through C-O bond cleav-
age.19 In the enzymatic reactions, phosphate is eliminated to
yield anenolpyruvyl product. AroA-catalyzed THI breakdown
appears to proceed through a stepwise (E1) or highly dissociative
mechanism, with phosphate departure (C-O cleavage) leading
deprotonation.54 Surprisingly, neither protonation of the non-
bridging phosphate oxygens nor interactions with cationic side
chains had measurable effects on C-O bond cleavage.

Those studies raised several fundamental questions about
phosphate monoester chemistry: Why does nonbridging oxygen
protonation not affect the rate of THI breakdown? What catalytic
strategies are effective for C-O and O-P cleavage? What
factors control the choice between C-O and O-P cleavage,
and how do enzymes influence that? In this study we have
examined the reactivity of simple phosphate monoesters as a
function of protonation state, protonation site, and organosub-
stituents in order to better understand the criteria for C-O versus
O-P bond cleavage and to identify what catalytic strategies
are likely to be effective in phosphate monoester chemistry.

Methods

The geometries of six phosphate monoesters in all possible proto-
nation states were determined, as well as the products of heterolytic
bond dissociation for the alkyl phosphate monoesters using the Gaussian
03 suite of programs (Figure 1).55 All geometries were fully optimized
and confirmed as minima by numerical frequency analysis, except
F2iPr-O(H+)-PO3H3

+, which had a small imaginary frequency, 28i
cm-1, in the optimized structure, corresponding to a dihedral angle
rotation. Numerical frequencies were used because analytical frequency
calculations often resulted in small negative eigenvalues, most likely
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due to the fact that second derivatives are not fully analytic in the
solvation model.56

The default method for this study was the hybrid Becke three-
parameter Perdew-Wang 1991 (B3PW91) density-functional theory
(DFT) method57,58 with the standard 6-31++G** basis set and water
solvation simulated by the Conductor-like Polarizable Continuum Model
(CPCM).56,59The solute cavity in the CPCM calculations, created from
interlocking atomic spheres according to the generating polyhedra
(GEPOL) procedure,60 was built using the default United Atom
Topology Model61 with atomic radii from the UFF force field (RADII
) UA0). In the UA0 topology model, hydrogen atoms are included in
the spheres of the heavy atoms to which they are bonded, unless the
heavy atoms are strongly electronegative, in which case hydrogens are
assigned individual spheres. Radii for extra spheres added to smooth
the cavity were set to have a minimum value of 0.5 Å (RMIN) 0.5),
the overlap index between interlocking spheres was set to 0.8 (OFAC
) 0.8), and the continuum dielectric constant wasε ) 78, equal to
water’s.

The computational method and solvation model were validated with
additional calculations on the Me-phosphate series to confirm that the
structural and energetic trends observed were not sensitive to model
chemistry and radii used for the solvation model. The DFT method
was tested by performing calculations with the same solvation model
at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, that is, second-order Møller-
Plesset theory with Dunning’s correlation consistent aug-cc-pVDZ basis
set. The solvation model was varied with the default DFT method by
using explicit hydrogens included for every heavy atom (RADII)UFF).
Finally, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approxima-
tion DFT method, i.e., PBE0/aug-cc-pVDZ, was used with the CPCM
solute cavity calculated using Pauling atomic radii (RADII)Pauling),
which gave a solute cavity with a 45% smaller volume than the UFF
method.

Heterolytic bond dissociation energies,∆H, were calculated as
follows: ∆HC-O(R-O-Pi) was for R-O-Pi h {R+ + -O-Pi};
∆HC-O(R-O(H+)-Pi) was for R-O(H+)-Pi h {R+ + HO-Pi};
∆HO-P(R-O-Pi) was for R-O-Pi h {R-O- + PO3Hn

n-1}; and
∆HO-P(R-O(H+)-Pi) was for R-O(H+)-Pi h {R-OH + PO3Hn

n-1}.
Molecular structure analyses and atomic charge calculations were based
on the quantum theory of atoms in molecules62 (QT-AIM) using the
AIMPAC suite of programs63 and AIM2000, version 1.64 Charges were

also calculated using the Mulliken, Natural Population Analysis (NPA)
and Charges from Electrostatic Potential, Grid Method (CHELPG)
methods.65

Results

Geometries were optimized for all the possible protonation
states of the phosphate monoesters, R-O-Pi, plus the same
species with a protonated bridging oxygen, R-O(H+)-Pi at the
B3PW91/6-31++G** level of theory with a CPCM model of
solvation with atomic radii calculated using the united atom
approach (UA0) (Figures 2 and 3, and Supporting Information,
Figure S1, Table S1). Other computational methods were tested
with Me-phosphate. They gave similar structures and energies
and the same structural and energetic trends in response to
protonation (Figure S2, Tables S2, S3). The methods tested
included second-order Møller-Plesset theory, MP2/aug-cc-
pVDZ with our default solvation model, the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof DFT method, i.e., PBE0/aug-cc-pVDZ, with the
solute cavity calculated using Pauling radii, and our default
B3PW91/6-31++G** DFT method with the solute cavity
calculated using UFF radii with explicit hydrogen atoms.

The consistency of DFT and MP2 results lends support to
the correctness of the computational model because when these
methods fail, it tends to be for different reasons. DFT usually
gives excellent results for molecular dissociation and is reliable
for predicting the electronic structure of anions66,67but can fail
in describing the delocalized exchange-correlation hole, and thus
overbind the electrons.68,69 The Møller-Plesset perturbation
series can be problematic with anions because of a nonphysical
“autoionization” phenomenon;70 however this is seldom a
problem at the MP2 level, and MP2 is commonly employed
for molecular anions. The agreement between the MP2 and DFT
results supports the reliability of our results.

A recent study demonstrated that a PCM continuum solvation
model gave similar results to those including explicit waters
for O-P hydrolysis of Me-O(H+)-PO3

2-.43,44 Me-O(H+)-
PO3

2- was a stable species with PCM or explicit water solvation,
but the O-P bond spontaneously cleaved in gas-phase calcula-
tions. Similarly, in this study, R-O(H+)-PO3

2- species were
stable with CPCM continuum solvation (Figure 1), but the O-P
bonds spontaneously cleaved in gas-phase calculations (data not
shown). The R-O(H+)-PO3H3

+ species were stable with
CPCM solvation, but the C-O bonds spontaneously cleaved
in the gas phase. Thus, the essential correctness of the solvation
model was supported by: (i) its similarity to previously reported
results,42-44 (ii) the insensitivity to different methods of calculat-
ing radii in the solute cavity (Figure S2), and (iii ) the gas-phase
calculations, which mirrored the trends with CPCM solvation,
but with more extreme effects. These computational findings
are consistent with experimental results7,16,41,71that show that
the O-P bond is more labile and metaphosphate, PO3

-, is more
stable in the gas phase and organic solvents than in water.
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Figure 1. Structures and protonation states of molecules investigated.
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Species triply protonated on the nonbridging oxygens are
likely to form only in highly acidic conditions (e.g.,>50%
HClO4)72 but were useful in this study to characterize changes
under extreme conditions. Proton affinities (PAs) and heterolytic
bond dissociation energies (∆HC-O, ∆HO-P) were determined
for selected structures (Figures 4 and 5, Table S4). Bond critical
point electronic densities (Figure S3),Fb(r),73 which correlate
with bond strength74 and atomic charges (Figure S4) were

determined, and Me-O-Pi was optimized with a guanidinium
ion replacing a proton (Figure S5).

Discussion

Structure and Dissociation Energy as Probes of Reactivity.
Reactant (ground state) structures and heterolytic bond dis-
sociation energies were used in this study as probes of reactivity.
This approach is justified in terms of (i) longer bonds being
more reactive and (ii ) the transition states for the reactions of
interest being very similar to the products of unimolecular
dissociation.

(i) A specific experimental correlation was demonstrated
between the reactivity of C-O and O-P bonds and their bond
lengths in crystal structures of acetals and phosphate mono-
esters.75-78 For bond orders around unity, there was a linear
relationship between the activation energy for unimolecular
heterolysis and bond length, with a value of∼250 (kcal/mol)/Å
for both C-O and O-P bonds.77

(ii ) The transition states for the reactions of interest will be
similar to the products of unimolecular dissociation. In the cases
where evidence exists, phosphate monoester hydrolysis through
C-O bond cleavage proceeds through highly dissociative79

mechanisms that tread the borderline between bimolecular
ANDN

26 (SN2) and unimolecular DN*A N (SN1) transition
states.19,46,47O-P bond cleavage in aqueous solution is well-
known to similarly proceed through highly dissociative, meta-

(72) Guthrie, J. P.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1977, 99, 3991-4001.
(73) In AIM analyses, the bond critical point is the point of minimum electronic

density along a bond (or bond path) and maximum electronic density in
all other directions.
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Chem. Soc.1984, 106, 6200-6206.
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Figure 2. C-O and O-P bond lengths as a function of protonation state of nonbridging oxygens and organosubstituent. Bond lengths for R-O-Pi (open
symbols, dashed lines) and R-O(H+)-Pi (solid symbols, solid lines) species are shown. The lines are meant as visual aids only.

Figure 3. Structures which showed the largest effects upon protonating
the bridging oxygens,tBu-O-PO3H3

+ and pNP-O-PO3
2-. O-P and

C-O bond lengths are shown in angstroms.
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phosphate-like ANDN transition states.3,7,23 In each case, bond
breakage is more advanced than bond formation, and the
electrophile (carbocation or metaphosphate) has strong cationic
character. Similarly, enzymatic O-P cleavage reactions for a

number of enzymes have been shown to be highly dissocia-
tive9,10,30,31,33,34with little nucleophile participation, as reflected
in very smallânuc values.2,3,16,37Recently, two crystal structures
of fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase were reported to contain a
discrete enzyme-bound metaphosphate intermediate in the active
site.40 With regards to C-O cleavage, phosphate elimination
from the THI in the AroA-catalyzed reaction appears to proceed
through a highly dissociative mechanism,54 and the nonenzy-
matic reaction also appears to be stepwise, with phosphate
departure preceding deprotonation of the cationic intermediate.19

In each case, the Hammond postulate requires that the transition
state, whether concerted or stepwise, be structurally and
energetically similar to the cationic species. Thus, in this study,
anything that lengthens or shortens C-O or O-P bonds in the
reactant is expected to have a corresponding effect on the rate
of unimolecular heterolysis and, thus, on the overall reaction
rate. By similar reasoning, heterolytic bond dissociation energies
should accurately reflect reactivity trends.

(79) We use the word “dissociative” to indicate that the sum of nucleophile
and leaving group bond orders at a transition state is less than the
corresponding bond orders in the reactants or products. Thus, the loss of
leaving group bond order is necessarily greater than the increase in bond
order to the incoming nucleophile. In associative transition states, there is
greater formation of bond order to the nucleophile than loss of bond order,
while in synchronous transition states, bond making and breaking are equal
to each other. (ref 9, and Berti, P.J. Methods Enzymol. 1999, 308, 355-
397; Berti, P. J.; Tanaka, K. S. E.AdV. Phys. Org. Chem. 2002, 37, 239-
314.)

Figure 4. C-O and O-P heterolytic bond dissociation energies as a function of protonation state of nonbridging oxygens, and organosubstituent. (Panels
a to d)∆HC-O for R-O-Pi and R-O(H+)-Pi species. Effect of bridging oxygen protonation was∆∆HC-O ) ∆HC-O(R-O-Pi) - ∆HC-O(R-O(H+)-Pi).
For comparison, the dashed lines represent∆HO-P(R-O(H+)-Pi). The lines are meant as visual aids only. (Panel e) O-P heterolytic bond dissociation
energies for all alkyl phosphate monoester species,∆HO-P.

Figure 5. Correlation of bridging oxygen proton affinities (PAs) and C-O
heterolytic bond dissociation energies,∆HC-O(R-O(H+)-Pi). Bridging
oxygen PAs were calculated for each protonation state of the nonbridging
oxygens for Me-O(H+)-Pi, F2iPr-O(H+)-Pi, iPr-O(H+)-Pi, andtBu-
O(H+)-Pi.
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General Trends. The effects of both protonation and
organosubstituents were visible in both the structures and
heterolytic bond dissociation energies,∆H (Figures 2-4). Two
clear trends emerged: Protonation of nonbridging oxygens
caused C-O bonds to lengthen and∆HC-O’s to decrease, while
O-P bonds shortened and∆HO-P’s increased. Protonation of
bridging oxygens caused both C-O and O-P bonds to lengthen
and both∆HC-O’s and∆HO-P’s to decrease. At the extremes,
the O-P bond length in pNP-O(H+)-PO3

2- was 2.8 Å, while,
in tBu-O(H+)-PO3H3

+, the C-O distance was 3.5 Å (Figure
3).80 Bridging oxygen protonation would be catalytic for both
C-O and O-P bond cleavage. The potential catalytic enhance-
ment can be approximated from the difference in∆H’s; that is,
∆∆HC-O ) ∆HC-O(R-O-Pi) - ∆HC-O(R-O(H+)-Pi), and
similarly for ∆∆HO-P. Although ∆HC-O varied with organo-
substituent (see below),∆∆HC-O was remarkably consistent
across protonation states and organosubstituents, being∼35 kcal/
mol (Figure 4). This number is unrealistically large, but it does
demonstrate a significant potential catalytic effect upon bridging
oxygen protonation. Different tautomeric forms give the same
products upon C-O cleavage, e.g., R-O-PO3H2 and
R-O(H+)-PO3H- give R+ and H2PO4

-. Thus, the differences
in ∆HC-O reflect differences in the reactant energies. In
enzymatic reactions, protonation of the bridging oxygen in the
reactant state will correspond to ground-state destabilization.

Both∆HO-P(R-O-Pi) and∆HO-P(R-O(H+)-Pi) increased
with protonation of nonbridging oxygens. There was little
difference between alkyl organosubstituents. The potential
catalytic effect of protonating the bridging oxygens,∆∆HO-P,
was large,>36 kcal/mol, and increased with the number of
nonbridging protons (Figure 4e). However, the rapidly increasing
values of∆HO-P and decreasing PA of the bridging oxygens
(Figure 5) would disfavor O-P bond cleavage in highly
protonated forms.

Protonation Effects. A. C-O Bond Cleavage.One of the
motivations for this study was to understand the unexpected
lack of effect of protonation of the nonbridging oxygens on acid-
catalyzed THI breakdown (Figure 6).19 Similarly, the log(k)
versus pH profiles fortBu23 and ribose 1-phosphate24 are linear
in the pH ranges where nonbridging oxygens are protonated,
also indicating a lack of effect from protonation. Phosphate
monoesters typically have pKa1’s of 0.7 to 1.4 and pKa2’s of
5.7 to 6.8.81-84

Our results show that protonation of the nonbridging oxygens
does affect both structure and heterolytic bond dissociation
energies. There are two possible explanations for the lack of
effect on reactivity of protonating nonbridging oxygens, both
of which involve a coincidence of effects on pKa and rate.

The first is that protonating the nonbridging oxygens makes
the C-O bond more labile but also makes the bridging oxygen
less basic and therefore less likely to be protonated. If these
effects precisely balance each other, the result will be an
apparent lack of effect upon protonation. This was tested by

comparing∆HC-O’s and PAs. PAs correlate closely with relative
pKa’s for a variety of functional groups, including phos-
phates.11,85Plots of bridging oxygen PAs versus∆HC-O showed
linear correlations with slopes of unity (0.97 to 1.13) (Figure
5). This linear relationship supports offsetting effects on pKa

and reactivity, implying that the log(k) versus pH profile will
be linear, as observed experimentally. The second explanation
involves a coincidence between∆pKa and rate constants.86-88

The difference between pKa1 and pKa2, typically ∼5 pH units,
means thatKa1/Ka2 ) 105. If the ratio of rate constants for
R-O-PO3H2 versus R-O-PO3H- is also 105, then the pH
profile will also be linear. This explanation does not require
protonation of the bridging oxygen.

Both explanations require precisely matched effects on
equilibrium and rate constants, which may seem unlikely at first
glance; however: (i) deprotonation and C-O bond cleavage
are very similar reactions, both involving dissociation of a cation
from an oxygen atom, (ii ) various fits to experimental data show
that the pH dependence would appear linear within experimental
error even if the offsetting factors differed by a factor of∼5,
and (iii ) this same effect is observed with successive protona-
tions of ring nitrogens in acid-catalyzed purine nucleoside
hydrolysis.86,87

An important consequence for enzymatic catalysis is that
protonating nonbridging oxygens can be used to select for C-O
over O-P bond cleavage.

B. C-O Bond Cleavage from R-O-Pi Species?We favor
C-O bond cleavage through protonation of the bridging oxygen;
however, it would also be consistent with the existing kinetic
data for phosphate hydrolysis to occur without protonation of
the bridging oxygen, i.e., through R-O-Pi. The two tautomers
of R-(PO4H2), i.e., R-O(H+)-PO3H- and R-O-PO3H2, are
kinetically equivalent, and rate data will not distinguish between
them. ∆HC-O decreases with each successive protonation of(80) AIM analysis indicates there is a bond path between C and O. That is,

there is formally a bond, though this species could more reasonably be
considered as simply an ion complex.

(81) Hartman, F. C.; LaMuraglia, G. M.; Tomozawa, Y.; Wolfenden, R.
Biochemistry1975, 14, 5274-5279.

(82) O’Connor, J. V.; Barker, R.Carbohydr. Res.1979, 73, 227-234.
(83) Massoud, S. S.; Sigel, H.Inorg. Chem.1988, 27, 1447-1453.
(84) Saha, A.; Saha, N.; Ji, L.-n.; Zhao, J.; Gregan, F.; Sajadi, S. A. A.; Song,

B.; Sigel, H.J. Biol. Inorg. Chem. 1996, 1, 231-238.

(85) Range, K.; Riccardi, D.; Cui, Q.; Elstner, M.; York, D. M.Phys. Chem.
Chem. Phys.2005, 7, 3070-3079.

(86) Zoltewicz, J. A.; Clark, D. F.; Sharpless, T. W.; Grahe, G.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1970, 92, 1741-1749.

(87) Lindahl, T.; Nyberg, B.Biochemistry1972, 11, 3610-3618.
(88) Berti, P. J.; McCann, J. A.Chem. ReV. 2006, 106, 506-555.

Figure 6. pH-dependencies of phosphate monoester breakdown in methyl-
,14 glucose 1-,25 tBu-,23 and ribose 1-phosphates,24 plus MurA THI,19

extrapolated to 25°C. The plateau at pH< 4 in the MurA THI profile is
from protonation of the adjacentR-carboxylate.
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nonbridging oxygens (Figure 4), which would also be consistent
with reaction through R-O-Pi. However, there is some reason
to believe that C-O cleavage proceeds through bridging oxygen
protonation, and in any event, the results presented here would
not be greatly affected if nonenzymatic reactions did proceed
through R-O-Pi. Evidence for bridging oxygen protonation
includes the following: (i) Me-phosphate hydrolyzes through
a mixture of C-O and O-P cleavage in strong acid, reported
to be 73% C-O cleavage in both 4 M15 or 5 M14 HClO4.
According to our results, Me-phosphate would break down
exclusively through O-P cleavage at all pH’s if it proceeds
through R-O-Pi (Figure 4). (ii ) The catalytic advantage to
C-O bond cleavage of protonating the bridging oxygen,
∆∆HC-O ∼35 kcal/mol, is very large. (iii ) A survey of enzyme
X-ray crystal structures reveals that most or all position potential
acid catalysts near the bridging oxygens (see below). (iV) The
catalytic effect of protonating a single nonbridging oxygen in
R-O-PO3

2- would be modest; it would require protonating
two nonbridging oxygens to give a significant effect.

If we assume that C-O hydrolyses do proceed through the
R-O-Pi form, most of the conclusions of this study still hold,
namely that for a given organosubstituent more highly proto-
nated forms are more prone to C-O than O-P cleavage, that
organosubstituents giving more stable cations are more prone
to C-O bond cleavage, and that bridging oxygen protonation
promotes both C-O and O-P bond cleavage.

C. O-P Bond Cleavage. The observed geometries and
∆HO-P’s were consistent with the pH-dependence of O-P bond
cleavage, which has a broad maximum around pH 4, corre-
sponding to the monoanion form.2,3,7,14,43,44The prevailing model
of O-P bond cleavage involves proton transfer from the
nonbridging to the bridging oxygen, yielding R-O(H+)-PO3

2-,
the protonation state in this study with the longest O-P bonds
and lowest ∆HO-P’s. Previous computational studies have
demonstrated the importance of Me-O(H+)-PO3

2- as a key
intermediate in Me-phosphate hydrolysis.43,44 In the dianion
form, there is no proton to transfer, and in the neutral form, the
bridging oxygen PA is lower and the O-P bond is stronger.
Both effects decrease reactivity.

Organosubstituent Effects. The second major factor in
determining reactivity was the identity of the organosubstituent.
The effects on O-P bond reactivity were small, but C-O bonds
were strongly affected by the organosubstituent, which therefore
also affected the balance between C-O and O-P cleavage.

A. O-P Bonds. O-P bonds were largely unaffected by the
identity of the alkyl substituents, consistent with solution studies
of phosphate monoester structures by31P NMR.89 O-P bond
lengths in the R-O-Pi forms of the Ph- and pNP-phosphates
were similar to each other and similar to the alkyl phosphate
monoesters. Bridging oxygen protonation had a greater effect
on O-P bond lengths in the aryl phosphates, indicating a greater
propensity for O-P cleavage (Figure 2).

B. C-O Bonds. Alkyl R-O-Pi species had similar bond
lengths and responded similarly to protonation of nonbridging
oxygens, though differences in the intrinsic stabilities of the
R+ carbocation products of C-O bond dissociation gave
different∆HC-O’s, in the order Me> F2iPr> iPr> tBu (Figure
4). R-O(H+)-Pi species responded differently to protonation
of nonbridging oxygens, with greatly elongated C-O bonds for

iPr andtBu in the highly protonated forms. The values of∆HC-O

were uniformly∼ 35 kcal/mol lower than those for R-O-Pi

species (see above).
The potential contributions of inductive, steric, and hyper-

conjugative effects to phosphate monoester reactivity were
examined by comparing different organosubstituents. Inductive
effects would be reflected by the Hammett constant,σm, which
would be∼0.06-0.09 for F2iPr, compared with Ph, 0.06; Me,
-0.07; and iPr/tBu, -0.10.90 Steric hindrance around the
C-O-P bond would be Me< iPr ≈ Ph e F2iPr < tBu.
Hyperconjugative stabilization of the cation products of C-O
bond dissociation would be (Me,) iPr ≈ F2iPr < tBu.
Hyperconjugation from theσ-bonds of adjacent C-H bonds to
form π-bonding interactions will help stabilize the cationic
center in the product cations of C-O bond cleavage and in
phosphate monoesters where there are significant decreases in
C-O bond order. Hyperconjugation is strongly angle dependent,
being maximal when the C-H bond is eclipsed with the nascent
p-orbital of the cationic carbon, and zero when they are normal
to each other.91 The two F2iPr+ structures found, with the F
atoms syn (F-C-C+-H ≈ 0°) or anti (F-C-C+-H ≈ 180°)
(1) to H2 would be as effective asiPr+ in hyperconjugative
stabilization, having four C-H bonds engaged in hyperconju-
gation. TheiPr+ cation had1 as the optimal conformer, also
giving four hyperconjugating C-H bonds.tBu+ has six hyper-
conjugating C-H bonds, while Me+ has none.

The trend in C-O bond lengths was Ph< Me ≈ F2iPr < iPr
< tBu. The shorter bond lengths with F2iPr thaniPr were the
result of the inductive effect of the F atoms drawing electrons
into the C-O bond. The fact that C-O bonds were shorter in
Ph-phosphate despite similarσm values for F2iPr and Ph
indicates that factors in addition to inductive effects were
important. The near identity of bond lengths between Me- and
F2iPr-phosphate thus indicates a balance between inductive and
steric effects. The increased C-O bond length in the R-O(H+)-
PO3H3

+ form of F2iPr- versus Me-phosphate likely indicates
hyperconjugation becoming significant due to the C-F bonds
adopting an anti conformation, similar to1, allowing the C-O
bond to lengthen.∆HC-O values for F2iPr were between Me
and iPr, reflecting the hyperconjugative stabilization of F2iPr+

which is not possible in Me+, but the lower intrinsic stability
of F2iPr+ than iPr+, by 16 kcal/mol, due to the electron-
withdrawing F atoms. Thus, there is evidence for all three
factors, i.e., inductive, steric, and hyperconjugative effects
affecting reactivity.

C. C-O versus O-P Bond Cleavage.The results presented
here indicate that the experimentally observed balance between
C-O and O-P bond cleavage in alkyl phosphate monoesters
is controlled more by the rates of C-O cleavage rather than
the (relatively constant) rates of O-P cleavage. For example,
with Me-phosphate,∆HC-O was less than∆HO-P only for Me-

(89) Sorensen-Stowell, K.; Hengge, A. C.J. Org. Chem.2005, 70, 4805-4809.

(90) Hansch, C.; Leo, A.; Taft, R. W.Chem. ReV. 1991, 91, 165-195.
(91) Sunko, D. E.; Szele, I.; Hehre, W. J.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1977, 99, 5000-

5004.
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O(H+)-PO3H3
+, consistent with 100% O-P cleavage at pH 4

and 27% in 4 M15 or 5 M14 HClO4. In contrast, the much more
reactivetBu-phosphate (Figure 6) proceeded with 100% C-O
bond cleavage at pH 0 and 25% at pH 7,23 consistent with the
much smaller value of∆HC-O, which was less than∆HO-P for
two or three nonbridging protons and roughly equal fortBu-
O(H+)-PO3H-. Similarly, ribose 1-phosphate hydrolysis is
faster than glucose 1-phosphate, which shifts from C-O
cleavage to O-P at pH> 4;24,25 and THI hydrolysis (C-O
only) is fastest of all (Figure 6).19

Structural Effects. The reciprocal behavior of the C-O and
O-P bonds as a function of nonbridging oxygen protonation,
with one shortening as the other lengthened, is consistent with
the bridging oxygen being a hard (nonpolarizable) atom. Thus,
strengthening the O-P bond will weaken the C-O bond rather
than increase the total bonding to oxygen. Bridging oxygen
protonation lengthened the C-O and O-P bonds to compensate
for the increased bonding to the oxygen through the proton.

Atomic charges probed the ionic contribution of the C-O
and O-P bonds (see Supporting Information). The Coulombic
energies (q1q2/r) for C-O bonds were small in all cases and
either favorable or unfavorable, depending on the charge
calculation method. The Coulombic energies of O-P bonds
were favorable by all methods, indicating a significant ionic
contribution to bonding. The absolute values varied with charge
calculation method, as expected given their somewhat arbitrary
nature. Nevertheless, the Coulombic energy varied little with
bond order, andq1q2, even less, regardless of charge calculation
method, implying that the relative contribution of ionic interac-
tions to the O-P bond is larger for long O-P bonds and that
bonding becomes increasingly covalent with increasing bond
orders. This was consistent with the linearly increasing electron
density at the bond critical points in both C-O and O-P bonds
at higher bond orders.

Implications for Enzymatic Catalysis: Protonation versus
Ionic Interactions in O-P Cleavage.Protonating nonbridging
oxygens would be anticatalytic to O-P bond cleavage. Proto-
nating a nonbridging oxygen of Me-O(H+)-PO3

2- increased
the O-P bond order92 by 54%, from 0.28 to 0.43. However, a
primarily ionic interaction with guanidinium had a smaller effect
on the O-P bond order, causing it to increase by only 18% to
0.33. This is consistent with investigations of the role of Arg
in alkaline phosphatase10,33 and protein tyrosine phosphatase31

which demonstrated by linear free energy relationships and
isotope effects that while the Arg interaction with nonbridging
oxygens was important to catalysis, it did not cause a more
associative transition state (i.e., higher O-P bond order), a
finding that contradicted a number of mechanistic proposals (see
references in ref 10).

Implications for Enzymatic Catalysis: C-O Cleavage.
The results of this study imply that protonating the bridging
oxygen will be an effective catalytic strategy to promote C-O
bond cleavage. The value of protonating nonbridging oxygens
is less clear. Given a pKa2 of 6.3 for a typical phosphate
monoester, protonating a nonbridging oxygen would have a
modest 13-fold () 107.4-6.3) catalytic effect at physiological pH.
Protonating two nonbridging oxygens would be required to

cause a significant catalytic effect,∼2 × 106-fold, assuming a
typical pKa1 of 1.

A. Interactions through Bridging Oxygens. A survey of
X-ray crystallographic structures reveals that most or all of the
C-O cleaving enzymes for which relevant structures could be
found interact with the bridging oxygen through potential
Brønsted or Lewis acids. (Arg was not considered as a potential
general acid catalyst.) These enzymes include AroA and MurA,
which place Lys22 in contact with the bridging oxygen of the
THI (PDB codes: 1Q36, 1RF4, 1Q3G).93-96 The unusually low
pKa of AroA Lys22, 7.6, ensures that it can act as a general
acid catalyst.97 Similarly, 3-deoxy-D-manno-2-octulosonate 8-phos-
phate (KDO8P) synthase (PDB code: 1FWW) and 3-deoxy-
D-arabinoheptulosonate-7-phosphate (DAHP) synthase (PDB
code: 1RZM) had a Lys residue positioned to protonate the
bridging oxygen of phosphoenolpyruvate.98,99Several residues
in a sialic acid synthase, NeuB, namely Lys129, Glu234, Glu25,
or Mn2+ could act as Brønsted or Lewis general acid catalysts
to promote phosphate departure from the presumed hemiacetal
phosphate intermediate, either directly or through water-
mediated interactions (PDB code: 1XUZ).100 Sucrose phos-
phorylase is believed to protonate the phosphate bridging oxygen
using Glu232 in the{glucose 1-phosphate+ fructosef sucrose
+ phosphate} direction.101 The structure of thiamin phosphate
synthase was not clear-cut. There was a potential catalytic
contact with a Mg2+-bound water molecule in the pyrophosphate
ester-containing substrate analogue (PDB code: 1G4P), but
different conformations with the pyrophosphate product made
it unclear which interactions were catalytically relevant.102

Glycogen and maltodextrin phosphorylase catalyze C-O cleav-
age in the{glucose 1-phosphate+ R-OH f glucosyl-O-R
+ phosphate} direction, where R-OH is glycogen or malto-
dextrin. The observed retention of anomeric configuration would
normally imply a double displacement mechanism with an acyl-
enzyme intermediate,103 but no candidate nucleophile is appar-
ent. In a recent study on maltodextrin phosphorylase, the enzyme
cofactor pyridoxal 5′-phosphate was proposed to catalyze C-O
cleavage in glucose 1-phosphate through protonation of a
nonbridging oxygen.104A single protonation would have a small
effect on the rate of C-O bond cleavage, though it would help
ensure C-O rather than O-P cleavage. It is difficult to identify
a potential general acid catalyst, partly because the position of
phosphate varies significantly between structures. However, in

(92) The Pauling bond order,nij, between atomsi and j is calculated asnij )
e(r1-rij)/0.3, wherer1 is the length of a single bond between atomsi and j,
andrij is the length of the bond in question:r1(O-P) ) 1.61 Å, r1(C-O)
) 1.41 Å.

(93) Schonbrunn, E.; Eschenburg, S.; Shuttleworth, W. E.; Schloss, J. V.;
Amrhein, N.; Evans, J. N. S.; Kabsch, W.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.
2001, 98, 1376-1380.

(94) Eschenburg, S.; Kabsch, W.; Healy, M. L.; Schonbrunn, E.J. Biol. Chem.
2003, 278, 49215-49222.

(95) Park, H.; Hilsenbeck, J. L.; Kim, H. J.; Shuttleworth, W. A.; Park, Y. H.;
Evans, J. N.; Kang, C.Mol. Microbiol. 2004, 51, 963-971.

(96) Eschenburg, S.; Priestman, M.; Schonbrunn, E.J. Biol. Chem.2005, 280,
3757-3763.

(97) Huynh, Q. K.; Kishore, G. M.; Bild, G. S.J. Biol. Chem.1988, 263, 735-
739.

(98) Duewel, H. S.; Radaev, S.; Wang, J.; Woodard, R. W.; Gatti, D. L.J.
Biol. Chem.2001, 276, 8393-8402.

(99) Shumilin, I. A.; Bauerle, R.; Wu, J.; Woodard, R. W.; Kretsinger, R. H.J.
Mol. Biol. 2004, 341, 455-466.

(100) Gunawan, J.; Simard, D.; Gilbert, M.; Lovering, A. L.; Wakarchuk, W.
W.; Tanner, M. E.; Strynadka, N. C. J.J. Biol. Chem.2005, 280, 3555-
3563.

(101) Sprogoe, D.; van den Broek, L. A.; Mirza, O.; Kastrup, J. S.; Voragen,
A. G.; Gajhede, M.; Skov, L. K.Biochemistry2004, 43, 1156-1162.

(102) Peapus, D. H.; Chiu, H.-J.; Campobasso, N.; Reddick, J. J.; Begley, T.
P.; Ealick, S. E.Biochemistry2001, 40, 10103-10114.

(103) Zechel, D. L.; Withers, S. G.Acc. Chem. Res.2000, 33, 11-18.
(104) Geremia, S.; Campagnolo, M.; Schinzel, R.; Johnson, L. N.J. Mol. Biol.

2002, 322, 413-423.
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a structure containing glucose 1-phosphate, a water bridging to
the phosphate of pyridoxal 5′-phosphate could potentially act
as a general acid catalyst if that contact is retained in structures
containing the second substrate, maltodextrin (PDB code:
1L5V).104

B. Interactions through Nonbridging Oxygens.The same
structures provide less compelling evidence for protonation of
nonbridging oxygens. In AroA, Lys411 and Asp49 (through a
bridging water) made contact with nonbridging oxygens, but
Lys411 is not conserved and partitioning analysis showed that
neither residue promotes phosphate departure.53 There were no
potentially catalytic residues within 4 Å of the nonbridging
oxygens in KDO8P and DAHP synthases aside from the Lys
residue that was also in contact with the bridging oxygen. In
NeuB, Mn2+ was within 2.1 Å of a nonbridging oxygen, and
two side chains contacting the bridging oxygen also made longer
contacts with nonbridging oxygens, Lys129 at 3.2 Å and Glu234
at 3.9 Å. The sucrose phosphorylase structure did not contain
phosphate, so it was not possible to identify nonbridging
contacts. In thiamin phosphate synthase there was a single
contact between a nonbridging oxygen and Mg2+. The malto-
dextrin phosphorylase structure was ambiguous. There were no
good contacts beyond that described above for glucose 1-phos-
phate, but a phosphate-containing structure (PDB: 1L6I) formed
good contacts with Lys574, 2.7 Å, and Tyr575, 3.3 Å. Thus,
catalysis by diprotonation of nonbridging oxygens can be ruled
out for AroA and MurA, KDO8P and DAHP synthase, and
thiamin phosphate synthase. Residues that could potentially
diprotonate phosphates appear to exist in NeuB, though they
make closer contacts with the bridging oxygen, and in malto-
dextrin phosphorylase.

Applicability to Other Phosphate Esters.Phosphate diesters
and triesters react through more associative mechanisms than
monoesters, so the applicability of the findings from this study
remain to be demonstrated. The reactivity of UDP-glucose (2)
under acidic conditions was quite similar to glucose 1-phosphate,
including giving predominantly C-O bond cleavage at low
pH,105 suggesting that the results of this study may be applicable
at least to pyrophosphate phosphodiester compounds similar to
UDP-glucose, including the pyrophosphates of the isoprenoid
biosynthetic pathways.106

Conclusions

The questions posed at the beginning of this study included:
(1) Why does nonbridging oxygen protonation not affect the
rate of THI breakdown? The results presented here demonstrate
that while C-O bond lengths increase and∆HC-O’s decrease
upon protonation of nonbridging oxygens, making the C-O
bond more prone to cleavage, this is precisely offset by a
decrease in proton affinity (read basicity, in solution) of the
bridging oxygen, leading to no net effect on rate. Alternatively,
if the ratio of equilibrium constants,Ka1/Ka2, equals the ratio of
rate constants, a linear pH profile will be obtained. (2) What
catalytic strategies are effective for C-O and O-P cleavage?
Protonating the bridging oxygen is effective for promoting both
C-O and P-O bond cleavage. Protonating nonbridging oxygens
could promote C-O cleavage, but enzymes would have to
diprotonate the phosphate to achieve a significant catalytic
enhancement. (3) What factors control the choice between C-O
and O-P cleavage, and how can enzymes influence that? The
choice is controlled by the protonation state of the nonbridging
oxygens and the nature of the organosubstituent. More proto-
nation favors C-O bond cleavage. Organosubstituents that can
form more stable cations also favor C-O bond cleavage. The
answer to question number 1 demonstrates that enzymatic
protonation of nonbridging oxygens would not necessarily
increase the rate of C-O bond cleavage, but it would be useful
for ensuring C-O versus O-P bond cleavage in reactants that
are susceptible to both bonds breaking, such as glucose
1-phosphate. Conversely, not protonating the nonbridging
oxygens would favor O-P bond cleavage in cases, such as
dephosphorylation of Thr (of whichiPr-O-Pi is an analogue)
by protein phosphatases, where either bond could break.
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